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This Technology Spotlight highlights the tangible benefits achieved by early SD-WAN adopters
across key use cases and outlines a vision for sustained ROI and value creation from the solution.
This paper also looks at the role of Cisco in the strategically important SD-WAN market.

Introduction
SD-WAN has arisen as the WAN's response to the migration of enterprise apps to the cloud. As the
march of enterprise apps to the cloud gathers momentum, it is inevitable that SD-WAN gets the
spotlight. Indeed, IDC's recent Software-Defined WAN Survey suggests growing momentum for
SD-WAN, with two-thirds of survey respondents indicating that they are likely to deploy the solution
within the next two years, as shown in Figure 1.
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Intent to Deploy SD-WAN
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Not surprisingly, the same survey also indicates that cloud usage in all its forms within the enterprise
continues to rise, with more than 90% of survey respondents indicating that they are planning to use
the cloud for enterprise apps in the next 12 months (see Figure 2).

FIGURE 2
Cloud Usage
Q.
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From a networking perspective, the importance of cloud usage as a driver of WAN technology choice
is also growing. Considering that "security requirements related to web and internet applications" and
"complexity associated with interconnecting multiple transport types" are the top 2 WAN challenges in
the enterprise, it comes as no surprise that SD-WAN momentum is on the rise (see Figure 3).
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FIGURE 3
WAN Challenges
Q.

Select the three most important WAN challenges (from the following) that best relate to
your company.
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cloud applications
In-house management of enterprise WAN networks
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The survey also suggests that "optimization of WAN bandwidth" and "consistent application security"
are the top 2 motivations of early SD-WAN deployments. Importantly, from a CIO perspective, "agility
of IT staff in support of business needs" is seen as a key benefit of SD-WAN adoption. In this paper,
we further explore specific tangible benefits that have accrued to early SD-WAN adopters from
popular use cases of the technology.

Use Cases and Benefits
SD-WAN at its core helps enterprises achieve dynamic alignment between business strategy,
application policy, and WAN configuration. In other words, it enables the WAN to provide the
application reliability, availability, performance, and security required by business, irrespective of the
location of the apps — the cloud or the corporate datacenter. Specific use cases and benefits
experienced by enterprise customers in their early deployments include the following:


Seamless, secure cloud connectivity. In the absence of SD-WAN, connecting users securely
to public cloud apps is complex and expensive. In most cases, enterprises haul cloud traffic
emanating from the branch back to a central internet security point in the corporate datacenter
over expensive MPLS links. This also has an impact on app performance for all apps within the
enterprise that may be leveraging the MPLS links. In cases where the enterprise accesses cloud
apps directly from the branch (leveraging IPSec firewalls), in the absence of SD-WAN, the
security paradigm is not ideal either. All cloud-bound traffic from a branch is transported over the
same IPSec tunnel with no isolation for traffic originating from different business units or traffic
intended for different public cloud segments. Application-specific network policy is then applied at
either of the two endpoints.
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Early adopters of SD-WAN appear to have achieved a reasonable degree of control over these
problems of providing seamless, secure connectivity to cloud apps at the branch. With integrated
Layer 4–7 firewalls, SD-WAN makes direct internet access from the branch a nonissue. More
importantly, SD-WAN enables an enterprise to segment WAN traffic based on its origin or its
destination. Typically, all enterprise apps are segmented into virtual private clouds (VPCs) and
traffic into virtual networks (VNETs) to achieve the necessary isolation that the business units
owning the apps demand. SD-WAN enables pervasive segmentation to be achieved on the WAN
by isolating traffic into specific WAN segments and mapping these WAN segments onto the
specific VPCs and VNETs. Application policy can now be applied to each WAN segment, thus
achieving seamless, end-to-end, secure cloud connectivity for all apps.
A key benefit of using SD-WAN is that it enables dynamic policy-based routing for all application
traffic at the branch. Depending on policy defined at the SD-WAN controller and on conditions
prevailing on the network links at a branch, application traffic is routed in real time over the most
optimal path to deliver the attributes of bandwidth/latency performance, security, or availability for all
branch application traffic. User experience is maximized while ensuring the security posture is not
compromised. Early SD-WAN adopters report that SD-WAN not only helps choose the appropriate
path — MPLS or a broadband link — between the user and application destination but also helps
determine the optimal broadband path to the cloud app for users at a branch. This feature has
helped optimize the performance of a significant number of third-party apps at the branch.


Secure segmentation of enterprise assets. A key use case/benefit of SD-WAN that has come to
the fore in early deployment is segmentation of enterprise assets that can now be pervasively
enabled on the WAN. With SD-WAN, mission-critical traffic and assets can be partitioned and
protected against vulnerabilities in other parts of the enterprise. This use case appears to be
especially popular in verticals such as retail, healthcare, and financial.
With SD-WAN in deployment, new WAN segments can be provisioned much faster and
application policy can be applied to each segment (see Figure 4). Not only can WAN segments
be provisioned faster but different WAN topologies can be created per segment. A specific WAN
segment at a branch needs to connect to other branches — this topology can be specified in the
application policy for the segment. If WAN traffic on a segment needs to be restricted from being
routed to another branch, this can be specified in application policy and implemented at an
enterprise level. Importantly, business partners can be provided secure access to specific
business segments on the WAN and restricted from others.
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FIGURE 4
End-to-End Traffic Isolation Using SD-WAN Segmentation
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Application SLA resiliency. SD-WAN enables the enterprise to identify and set up applicationspecific policies and SLA criteria around attributes such as latency, jitter, and loss. Application
traffic is then routed only on links meeting the criteria. With SD-WAN, applications and their users
can now be isolated from network brownouts and outages with app-aware policies. If a specific
link carrying application traffic goes down, the traffic is automatically routed over another link to
preserve the SLA. If a broadband link shows unacceptable packet loss, mission-critical
application traffic is automatically routed over a more reliable broadband or MPLS link to ensure
the application SLA is not compromised.

Future of SD-WAN
The early SD-WAN value proposition and ROI was largely centered around lowering WAN operating
expense by enabling a secure hybrid WAN that allowed an enterprise to substitute expensive MPLS
with cheaper broadband connectivity options. Early deployments have delivered on this ROI promise
and other benefits centered around the implementation of application-specific policy on WAN traffic at
an enterprise level. IDC views the following as critical for sustaining SD-WAN's ROI beyond this initial
"MPLS to hybrid WAN" ROI bump:


Enablement of comprehensive "multilayered" security. Considering that the security threat
vector continues to become more aggressive and considering that the migration of enterprise
apps significantly enhances the cyberattack surface for any enterprise, the need for
comprehensive "multilayered" security is likely to become critical in the future. IDC believes that
given the placement of SD-WAN in the enterprise network of the future, the technology is in a
unique position to influence the enablement of a comprehensive multilayered security model for
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any enterprise. At a fundamental level, most SD-WAN solutions feature an integrated Layer 4–7
firewall that provides a first layer of security. As mentioned in this paper, SD-WAN also enables
the creation of secure WAN segments mapped to specific VPCs and VNETs, which can provide
the necessary isolation and security to application traffic while it is in flow over the WAN and to
the cloud. In addition, some SD-WAN solutions route all cloud traffic through a secure cloud
gateway that provides an additional layer of security for cloud traffic.


Pathway toward a software-defined branch. In the longer term, IDC sees the SD-WAN as a
first step toward a software-defined branch. In this vision, IDC views SD-WAN as a broader
platform for several virtual network functions at the branch edge. This model involves the hosting
of several network functions that today are deployed as individual appliances on a common
hardware platform in a virtual CPE model. The model confers several benefits to the enterprise.
While the short-term business benefit may be in the form of lower technology acquisition costs,
the long-term business case rests on the advantages that accrue from the simplicity, flexibility,
and agility that the virtual CPE model bestows on the enterprise or the service provider delivering
the network service.



Use of machine learning (ML), artificial intelligence (AI), and intent-based networking
systems (IBNS) for dynamic policy optimization. SD-WAN in its current form does a great job
of optimizing the WAN for a set of application-specific policies. The application policy is, however,
a snapshot in time, and it represents what is best for applications and users given current
network conditions at that specific point in time. In IDC's view, a great opportunity exists for
vendors and enterprises to optimize the network based on policy that is dynamic and changes
with time. IDC believes the use of ML/AI techniques and associated IBNS philosophies offers the
potential to make SD-WAN a driver of a self-learning, self-healing WAN that is also secure and
path optimized based on a dynamic application policy.

Considering Cisco
In 2017, Cisco acquired private SD-WAN start-up Viptela to enhance its enterprise routing and
SD-WAN portfolio of solutions. From a solution architecture perspective, Viptela's SD-WAN solution
applies the latest advances in software-defined networking to the emerging cloud-networked WAN
context. The solution features a complete separation of the control plane and the data plane.
The SD-WAN Controller vSmart provides security, route, and policy management to on-premise
vEdge routers. Each controller instance supports up to 3,000 edge devices and can scale out for
even larger deployments. The vManage component provides centralized configuration management
and monitoring across the network. Both vSmart and vManage are cloud-delivered VMs operated as
a service by Viptela. The vEdge routers feature integrated routing, encryption, and other security
functions, eliminating the need for additional hardware. The routers feature zero-touch provisioning,
which adds to their appeal in large enterprise and service provider deployments. Currently, vEdge is
delivered in three hardware form factors as well as cloud VNF and x86 elements, which considerably
enhances its appeal. Cisco plans to integrate the Viptela IP deeply into the Cisco Enterprise Routing
portfolio to make the solution more compelling. As a first step in this integration process, Cisco
announced in late 2017 that the Viptela SD-WAN Controller vSmart was interoperable with all ASR
4000 edge routers from Cisco, including those deployed at customer sites.

Challenges
The SD-WAN market — given its attractiveness — is highly competitive. There is a lot of hype around
technology promise and vendor capabilities, which is not healthy for the market in the short term.
Vendors such as Cisco have their work cut out for them in terms of making themselves heard and
ensuring that their capabilities are fully understood by enterprises in the market.
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Conclusion
IDC believes that the SD-WAN market has passed the hype phase and entered a period where early
implementations have begun to deliver tangible benefits. To the extent that Cisco can execute on
evolving requirements in a dynamic marketplace and address the challenges described in this paper,
the company has a significant opportunity for success as this market becomes mainstream over the
next few years.
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